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Lost Resort 
IGCSE Question 1 

Exam Practice  

Practice Question: 
You are Marina Lewycka being interviewed about 
her experiences in Malawi. The reporter asks the 
following three questions:


• What was dangerous about your journey 
through Malawi?


• What was your journey like to Maia Beach Cafe 
Accommodation?


• What were your first impressions of the 
accommodation?


 Write the words of the interview, beginning with 
the first question.


Base your interview on what you have read in 
Passage A. Be careful to use your own words. 
Write between 1½ and 2 sides, allowing for the 
size of your handwriting.


Up to 15 marks are available for the content of 
your answer, and up to 5 marks for the quality of 
your writing.


Tasks 

1) Read through the article, writing a bullet point 
summary of the events as they unfold.


2) Re-write the opening paragraph using your 
own words.


3) Highlight/underline any information relating to 
bullet point one. Then, repeat for bullet points 
two and three.


4) Write your own response to the question, 
ensuring that you use your own words. 
Respond to one bullet point at a time. 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This question is worth 20 marks. 

15 marks = reading the article 

5 marks = quality of your written response 

You should spend roughly 45 minutes on 
this section.



Lake Malawi’s Lost Resort 
Marina Lewycka 

In this extract from Lonely Planet's Better than Fiction, novelist Marina Lewycka reveals 
how getting lost in the African bush led her to find paradise by Lake Malawi. 

It's easy to get off the beaten track in Malawi. In fact it can be difficult to stay on it, as we found 
one early evening in July three years ago, when we were driving up the lake road from Salima 
towards Nkhata Bay for a week's holiday, in my daughter's old low-slung Nissan Bluebird, her 
boyfriend at the wheel.


It was that dangerous twilight time, when the roads are swarming with villagers, their children, 
chickens, runaway piglets, wayward goats and workshy dogs, all dashing to get home before 
nightfall; drivers of vehicles without functioning lights or brakes career around potholes, also 
hurrying homewards. For twilight is short in Malawi, and when night comes, the darkness is 
absolute. Road accidents are frequent in this dusky light. Children are often the victims. It's also 
the time of day when disease-vector mosquitoes come out to feast on human blood.


It became obvious that we weren't going to get to Nkhata Bay that evening, and we'd have to 
stop somewhere overnight. Suddenly, out of the dusk, a crooked, hand-painted wooden sign 
flickered across our headlights: "Maia Beach Cafe Accommodashon". We let out a cheer, 
executed a U-turn, and set out down the sandy track signposted towards the beach.


After a kilometre or so, the track divided into a number of less distinct tracks. The tracks were 
definitely not beaten – they were hardly more than faint trails. There was no light ahead – in fact, 
there was no light anywhere, apart from the stars, which hung so close and bright you almost felt 
you could reach up and pick them out of the sky like low-hanging fruit.


Suddenly, our wheels hit a patch of soft sand, skidded, and sank in. The tyres were spinning, but 
not gripping. We were stuck. Getting out to assess the situation, we saw it was even worse than 
we had imagined. Three wheels were hopelessly churning up the sand; the fourth was spinning 
free, perched over a sandy bluff with a four-foot drop beneath. If we slipped down there, we 
would never, ever get the car out again. Beyond the narrow beam of our headlights, it was pitch 
black. All around us were prickly bushes, their vague menacing shapes blocking out the lie of the 
land. Swarms of mosquitoes smelled our fear, and swooped.


It was my first time in Africa. What happens in a situation like this, I wondered, without the AA or 
even a farmer with a tractor to call on? We held our breath and listened to the silence. 
Somewhere far away there was a sound of drumming, and we could smell wood smoke. There 
must be a village – but where? Then we heard voices, coming from somewhere beyond the 
bushes.


The voices drew closer, and two boys appeared, followed by an older man. They greeted us, 
grinning. In fact, they might have been laughing at us. We didn't care. Greetings were exchanged. 
People are very polite in Malawi.


We left the car on safe ground and followed them down a series of dark winding tracks, without 
knowing who they were or where they were taking us. I felt alternating waves of panic and 
resignation, for I realised that if they wanted to rob or kidnap us, they could have done so already.


At last we came to a small hamlet, half-a-dozen thatched mud-walled houses, all closed up for 
the night. They called, and a man emerged from one of the houses; he was tall, and blind in one 
eye. We asked whether we could stay at the Maia Beach accommodation.
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"You are welcomed," he smiled, apparently unsurprised by these three pale strangers who'd 
turned up on his doorstep in the middle of the night. He fetched keys, and we followed him as he 
set off again down a winding track through the bushes. The other man and the boys tagged along 
too, as did a few villagers who'd come out to see what was going on. We were the best 
entertainment they'd had all week.


After a while, the bushes thinned out and I could see the soft star-lit glimmer of Lake Malawi 
spread before us like a wide swath of grey silk, so still you'd never have guessed it was water, 
apart from a faint ripple that wrinkled its surface when the breeze stirred. And there, along the 
shore, was a cluster of small bamboo huts. One was opened up for us. A torch was found. A price 
was agreed. Bedding was brought – three thin stained pieces of foam, and ancient and musty 
sheets that smelled as though they hadn't been washed since the last visitors, whoever they had 
been. The mosquito nets were full of holes, but I had a sewing kit, and the kindness of our hosts 
more than made up for any discomforts.


This beach resort, we were told, had been created by an English couple from Birmingham, who 
intended to use the proceeds of this tourist venture to fund a school and a health centre in the 
village. But few tourists had ever made it here. There was the wooden skeleton of a restaurant 
and lodge, still unbuilt, and a scattering of decrepit huts, gradually returning to nature. The 
Birmingham couple had not been back for a while. No one knew whether they would ever come 
again. Our rescuers smiled and shrugged, and vanished into the night. After they'd gone, we 
spread out our malodorous bedding, stitched up the biggest holes in the mosquito nets, and fell 
into a deep sleep. 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Model Answer 
IGCSE Cambridge Question 1 

What was dangerous about your journey through Malawi? 
Our journey through Malawi was full of dangers that are not unusual to the area. Twilight is the most 
dangerous time. That moment between the sun going down and night setting in is particularly perilous. 
This is mostly because the streets suddenly become filled with activity. The local people and their 
children rush through the streets. Traders manoeuvre livestock through the area, congesting the 
passageways as they try to make it home before nightfall. 


The traffic is also extremely dangerous; drivers drive their cars without working lights and swerve 
suddenly to avoid potholes. All of this is caused by the panic that night is falling; twilight is so short in 
that part of the world. 


Avoiding the swarms of mosquitos also becomes a problem at this time of the day.


What was your journey like to Maia Beach Cafe Accommodation? 
The journey to the accommodation could only be described as an adventure! We travelled for a 
kilometre through the rush until night fell in. The track that we were following soon split into a series of 
fainter, less defined paths. You can imagine our fear as they became less and less worn!


The only reassurance I could find was in the stars that appeared so close that it almost appeared as 
though you could reach out and touch them. They were truly beautiful! Thank goodness they were there; 
they were our only source of light for miles around.


Our situation only worsened when our car became stuck in the sand beneath us. It was too heavy and 
managed to get stuck. My heart began to race at this moment as I realised the seriousness of the 
situation. I started to worry that we might be trapped here for the night. If we continued to try to move 
the car it might have slipped further down, making it impossible to ever rescue it! Thank goodness that 
the men from the accommodation found us in time before we made our situation any worse. They 
seemed to appear from nowhere!


What were your first impressions of the accommodation? 
It was beautiful! The lake was so calm and still that it almost looked like a blanket. It was so dark it 
looked bottomless. If it wasn’t for the light breeze you would have never have known it was water. 


Our accommodation sat right on the shoreline. They were simple bamboo huts, raised slightly off the 
floor. They were simple, but they served their purpose and accentuated the beauty of the natural 
surroundings. 


Inside, the hut was very basic. We were provided with a simple foam mattress that was not entirely 
comfortable. However, the picturesque views certainly made up for it and we soon forgot about its 
lumps as we began to take in the natural beauty of our surroundings.
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Mark Scheme 
Reading 

Writing 

Band 1
13-15

The response reveals a thorough reading of the passage. A wide range of 
ideas is applied. There is sustained use of supporting detail, which is well 

integrated into the response, contributing to a strong sense of purpose and 
approach. Developed ideas are well related to the passage. All three bullets 

are well covered.

Band 2
10-12

There is evidence of a competent reading of the passage. Some ideas are 
developed, but the ability to sustain them may not be consistent. There is 
frequent supporting detail. The response answers all three bullets, though 

perhaps not equally well.

Band 3
7-9

The passage has been read reasonably well, but the response may not 
reflect the range or complexity of ideas in the original. There may be some 

mechanical use of the passage. Supporting detail is used occasionally. 
Opportunities for development are rarely taken and ideas are simply 

expressed. There is uneven focus on the bullets.

Band 4
4-6

Some brief, straightforward reference to the passage is made. There is 
some evidence of general understanding of the main ideas, although the 

response may be thin or in places lack focus on the passage or the 
question. One of the bullets may not be addressed.

Band 5
1-3

The response is either very general, with little reference to the passage or 
the question, or a reproduction of sections of the original. Content is 

insubstantial, or there is little realisation of the need to modify material from 
the passage.

Band 6
0

There is very little or no relevance to the question or to the passage, or the 
response copies unselectively or directly from the passage. 

Band 1
5

The language of the response sounds convincing and consistently 
appropriate. Ideas are firmly expressed in a wide range of effective and/or 

interesting language. Structure and sequence are sound throughout. 

Band 2
4

Language is mostly fluent and there is clarity of expression. There is a 
sufficient range of vocabulary to express ideas with subtlety and precision. 

The response is mainly well structured and well sequenced. 

Band 3
3

Language is clear but comparatively plain and/or factual, expressing little 
opinion. Ideas are rarely extended, but explanations are adequate. Some 

sections are quite well sequenced but there may be flaws in structure. 

Band 4
2

There may be some awkwardness of expression and some inconsistency 
of style. Language is too limited to express shades of meaning. There is 
structural weakness and there may be some copying from the passage. 

Band 5
1

Expression and structure lacks clarity. Language is weak and 
undeveloped. There is very little attempt to explain ideas. There may be 

frequent copying from the original. 

Band 6
0 The response cannot be understood.
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